CHAPTER 6

Iranian Elites under the Timurids

Beatrice F. Manz

The pre-modern history of the Islamic Middle East is seen largely in two contexts: the court and the city. This is what our sources will illuminate for us. The cities we learn about are the largest ones—the dynastic and regional capitals. The elites described are the ones who inhabit these two major venues; the dynasty and standing army, personnel of the court and chancellery (dīwān), and city notables, especially the religious classes. The bureaucrats might influence administrative policy, while the power of the ‘ulama’ lay in their social influence and their ability to act as intermediaries between state and population. Seeking the link between government and society, naturally then we have looked to the relationship between court and city.

In the territory of Iran, with which I am concerned here, pre-Islamic society has been presented very differently. Regions were dominated by landed elites: on one level great lords and below them the famous gentry class, the dihqāns, central to both Sassanian administration and military might. There has been a general consensus among historians that this system changed gradually after the Arab conquest. At least at the lower level, the Iranian landowning elites remained important through the Samanid dynasty (819–1005 AD). After that they fade from view in the medieval historical sources, especially from the Seljukid period (1038–1194) when Turkic nomads from the steppe became rulers over much of the Middle East. From this time on we read about Iranian bureaucrats and ‘ulama’, but the military has usually been understood to belong primarily to the Turks, whether slave soldiers or free nomad troops. In general, modern historical writing has mirrored this picture. The question we need to ask is whether the regional Iranian elite actually lost direct political and military importance, or simply became less visible in the written sources. I am using the term “Iranian” here in the sense in which medieval historians used the term “tajik”: meaning the non-turkic, primarily settled, population of Iran and Central Asia, in contrast to the Turks, identified as originally nomadic peoples of the steppe.

The position of the Iranian elite, particularly in relation to military activity, has begun to receive attention over the last decade and a half. For the larger cities, the importance of both the urban population and the city notables in military defense has been clearly demonstrated. Several scholars writing on the middle periods of Islamic history (c. 1138–1500) have shown that the urban populations remained active in city defense under the leadership of city officials. It is harder to illuminate the position of local elites in smaller cities and in more rural areas, which of course made up the majority of territory and population. Even for such significant cities as Kashan, Qazwin or Damghan, we have almost no information. The sources give us just enough evidence to show that a significant number of elite Iranians continued to engage in military activity, but we have to strain to see them. The relationship of elite status to land ownership also remains uncertain, though the fact that Iranian elites continued to hold regional power—as I shall show—presupposes an income from land, whether owned outright, or by government grants. (iqṭāʿ).

Despite the paucity of evidence, I want to pose several questions about the nature of the Iranian elite, looking at both the civilian and the military sphere. I will engage in speculation beyond what the sources fully support and suggest that we consider the likelihood that Iranian landed elites remained widespread, active and multifaceted, even in periods of strong central rule. I believe this is true not only of the city populations, which have already been studied, but of the elites of towns and rural regions as well. Although some of my conclusions must remain tentative, it seems to me that we can no longer accept uncritically the picture our sources suggest, of a politically weak elite, active primarily in civilian affairs. Since we know that our sources distort our picture, we need to work actively to correct the image they present.

1 The Problem of the Sources

Before we can attempt to understand the Iranian elites, we must face the extent of our ignorance. We are hampered in our search for understanding not only by the lack of sources, but also by the programmatic nature of the information our texts give us. Since we have very few original documents for the pre-modern period, we are dependent on sources in which information has been collected and organized for a specific purpose. There are several types of systematic distortion common to all the works at our disposal.

2 On this subject see Paul, Lokale und imperiale Herrschaft im Iran des 12. Jahrhunderts, pp. 119, 146.
One problem comes from the genres into which historical writing was divided. The political narrative is given in historical chronicles which focus on ruler and army; these are accounts of campaigns, disposition of territory, dynastic and court events. Bureaucrats appear here occasionally when appointed, dismissed or associated with a particular event. The city notables and religious classes appear more rarely, usually in very short mentions. Our major source of information on the Iranian elites outside army and court is the biographical literature, which provides notices on the lives of ulama, poets, bureaucrats, and Sufis. Here the ruler or a prince may appear, but political events, campaigns and the Turco-Mongolian military play a small part. Thus the organization of information in the sources emphasizes separation between the Iranian and Turco-Mongolian populations, and between civilian and military spheres.

Another systematic distortion in our sources, particularly from the Seljukid period on, is the tendency to suppress coverage of Iranian military activity because the military was considered the sphere of the dynasty and its standing armies, with the occasional assistance of nomadic populations. War for religious purposes was one exception to this; otherwise histories regularly downplayed the military role of city or rural populations. This is particularly true of the histories written for the central court, on which we depend for much of our information on military activity. Even where regional armies are mentioned

---

3 One can take as examples the famous biographical collection by the poet and vizier Navā’ī, Majālis al-nafā’īs (Persian translations from the Chaghatay original: The Lata‘ifnāma of Fakhrī Harātī, and a translation by Muḥammad b. Mubārak Qazwīnī), and ʿAbd al-Raḥmān Jāmī’s work on the lives of well-known Sufis, Naḥaḥāt al-uns. An exception to the rule is the biographical collection of Dawlatshāh Samarqandī on the lives of poets; the unusual focus here is due probably to the fact that the author came from a military family, and himself held military posts in his early years (see Manz, Power, Politics and Religion, p. 62). Biographies of bureaucrats, who worked closely with both rulers and commanders, contain more information on politics and military campaigns, but little on the part that viziers played in them. The two collections from the Timurid period are: Khwāndamīr, Dastūr, and ‘Uqaylī, Āṭhār al-wuzarā’.

4 For the earlier period see Durand-Guédy, “Iranians at War under Turkish Domination”, pp. 588–590, 595. For the Timurid period, we have two histories of the reign of Temūr, the Zafarnāma of Nizām al-Dīn Shāmī written towards the end of Temūr’s life, and the Zafarnāma of Sharaf al-Dīn ‘Ali Yazdī, written in Shiraz during Shāhrukh’s reign, and based on Shāmī’s history; both are focused strongly on Temūr himself. (Shāmī, Zafarnāma; Yazdī, Zafarnāma). For the later periods there are four major histories, all written by scholars or bureaucrats close to the court and under court patronage. The history of Ḥāfiz-i Abrū, written for Shāhrukh, incorporates and expands the Zafarnāma of Nizām al-Dīn Shāmī, continuing the story to the time of his death in 833/1430. This history in turn became the foundation of the Maṭlaʿ al-Saʿdayn wa majmaʿ al-baḥrayn of ‘Abd al-Razzāq Samarqandī, who served both
and where it is clear that they consist of Iranian troops, histories rarely report Iranian performance in battle or the names of regional commanders. Local military powers appear somewhat more clearly during periods of disorder, when no powerful state dominated the region and the limelight. At such times leading families took advantage of the confusion to establish control over their own regions and became significant actors in a general struggle for power.

A few areas in Iran have local historiographical traditions producing historians with a strong attachment to the region, writing both specifically local histories and more general chronicles which contain valuable details on events in their own areas. Regional elites appear more clearly in such histories, particularly those about areas distant from the center of power, such as the Caspian regions and the desert areas of eastern Iran like Farah and Sistan, both of which were often under their own kings. In the histories of these places we can see something of the activities of a second tier of actors, the lords and commanders under local kings. Histories of the regions close to provincial or imperial capitals, such as the district of Yazd or Khurasan, provide less detailed information. However, though the difference is subtle, the role of local actors does emerge more clearly in these works than in most dynastic histories. Thus for instance, describing an uprising in Yazd in 798/1395–6, dynastic histories attribute the action to an outside amir of Turco-Mongolian descent, while local histories reveal that this amir was invited into the city by actors within it, and that not only Turco-Mongolian but also local officials were attacked. Writers describing events involving their own cities often provide valuable details on local actors ignored by the more centrally located historians. Such histories have helped scholars gain insight into the active military role played by the urban population and notables in city defense. Here it is clear that religious personnel played an important part, and the effort was most often led by the city’s chief qāḍī. The notables and population might act in conjunction with Turco-Mongolian officials or separately. Many fighters were artisans but both they and their leaders clearly had some military experience, particularly in archery.

Shāhrukh and his successor Sulṭān Abū Saʿīd, and completed his history in 875/1470. Samarqandī was trained in the religious sciences, and gives somewhat more coverage to chancellery and religious affairs. The last two historians, Muhammad b. Khwāndshāh b. Māhmūd, known as Mirkhwānd (d. 902/1498) and his grandson Khwāndamīr (d. 1530 or 1542), were both trained in religious sciences; both were active in the court of the last Timurid ruler, Sulṭān Ḥusayn-i Bayqara. Both likewise incorporated the work of earlier historians into their own. (See Manz,Power, Politics and Religion, pp. 51–61, for summary and references.)
When we turn to the activity of elites in the civilian sphere, most notably within the religious professions, Sufi orders, and the dīwān, our sources are somewhat fuller. The biographical literature in Persian is far less detailed than it is in Arabic, especially for the middle periods, with which we are concerned here. While Arabic biographical dictionaries often provide quite long biographies covering an entire career, most Persian biographies, whether in collections or within narrative histories, rarely exceed a few paragraphs. Nonetheless we do have sketches of many scholars and some bureaucrats; there is also a rich fund of biographies of Sufi shaykhs, which are longer—if not more systematic—than those of other people. Grave visitation manuals provide some additional material. Such sources usually stress intellectual and family filiations, and have been widely used for social history. However, it is important to recognize that these texts, though they enlighten, also distort. The problem here is that biographical collections are usually concerned with individual professions or with individuals as they related to their occupation. The filiations they report are usually those that remain within the profession; we know of the sons who follow their fathers, and of disciples who marry into the family. But are those mentioned the only sons and the only marriageable daughters? If we do not hear about others, it might not be due to lack of success, but to their choice of a career path that does not fit into the narrative. The picture presented is not false, but we should recognize that it is also not complete and that the omissions are probably not random.

One further small fund of information is available which can help us to counteract the limitations of the master narrative, and this is the autobiographical material included by some historians in their chronicles. The narrative is almost never complete, and consists usually of brief mentions of specific occasions and relationships. Nonetheless it sometimes breaks outside of the conventions governing the central texts, to include information which would elsewhere be considered irrelevant. Here I would like to examine two examples of what can be learned. The first text I will examine is an historical compendium known as Mujmal-i Faṣīḥī, written by a mid-level Khurasanian bureaucrat, Aḥmad Faṣīḥ Khwāfī (d. after 1441/2). The Mujmal is an abbreviated chronicle starting with Adam and going up to the author’s time, giving for each year a list of major events, with births and deaths of important people. Faṣīḥ Khwāfī was a native of Khurasan with strong local connections, which are evident in the history. We are able to trace something of his ancestry, career path, and acquaintance. The Mujmal provides us a good illustration of how an elite regional family developed and how one individual placed himself within it.

As Faṣīḥ Khwāfī reaches his own time he begins to include the members of his own extended family, and indeed the births of his own sons, despite his rather modest standing. Although Faṣīḥ and those of his close relatives he
mentions did not have distinguished careers in the Timurid dīwān he did come from prominent ancestors on both sides. Faṣīḥ gives the death notice of his father in the year 1393/1394, tracing his ancestry back to Abū Imāma Ṣadi, companion of the Prophet and hadīth transmitter. However, Faṣīḥ offers no information about his father’s life besides his burial place, and I have found no other member of his family on this side elsewhere in the history. The family that was important locally, and which probably provided Faṣīḥ with his professional contacts, was that of his mother. This family also probably provided him with the nisba Khwāfī. The family claimed descent from the famous Ghaznavid vizier, Abū Naṣr Mishkān, a highly suitable ancestor for a dīwān family, but more immediately from a warlord of Khwāf, Majd al-Dīn Muḥammad, an ambitious and rebellious servitor of the Kartid kings (1245–1389) who ruled part of Khurasan from Herat. After Majd al-Dīn’s defeat by the Kartids some of his progeny apparently continued in the dynasty’s service. Aside from parents and sons, Faṣīḥ mentions only two people related to him; two second cousins from his mother’s branch, who appear to have served in the Herat dīwān during Temür’s life. Faṣīḥ’s history thus lets us see two things which might not appear in a general history or standard biography. The first is the choice of connections an ambitious man might use; Faṣīḥ Khwāfī clearly profited from the prominence and professional connections of his mother’s family rather than that of his father. The second and related revelation is the selectivity of the connections mentioned—the only contemporary relatives who appear are his second cousins, who were in a similar career path and probably somewhat more advanced than he.

I will conclude this section with an illustration of the influence that genre and the circumstances of writing have on the information offered about a given person in historical texts. We have a good example of the differing kinds of information offered by works of varying types in the portraits they give of one particular official who combined religious, bureaucratic and military activity throughout a distinguished career. Khwāja Ghiyāth al-Dīn Muḥammad Rāzī, called Ḥāfīz Rāzī (d. April/May 1422), was the main vizier and šadr (supervisor of religious offices) in Fars, and a prominent military commander for the Timurid prince Iskandar b. ʿUmar Shaykh (d. 1415), who was the semi-independent governor of Fars early in the reign of Shāhrukh (r. 1409–1447). As an important provincial figure, Ḥāfīz Rāzī is briefly mentioned in several

---

8 Faṣīḥ, Mujmal, 111, genealogy: pp. 110, 214, 251. We know that Faṣīḥ’s relatives were dismissed by Sayyid Fakhr al-Dīn Muḥammad, sent by Temür to shake up the Herat dīwān and administration (p. 150).
sources: he is listed as vizier for Iskandar in the dynastic genealogy, the *Muʾizz al-ansāb*; he is briefly noted in the *Tadhkirat al-shuʿarāʾ* of Dawlatshāh Samarqandi (d. after 1487), which chronicles the lives both of poets and of the dynasty; and his death and burial are mentioned in the *Mujmal-i Fāsiḥi*. Ḥāfiẓ Rāzī also appears in a Sufi source: the biography of Shāh Niʿmat Allāh Wali Kirmānī, active in the early Timurid period. Here he appears doing honor to Shāh Niʿmat Allāh at a public audience in Shiraz, and is identified as *sadr* and as a student of the famous scholar Sayyid ʿAli Jurjānī. In each source he appears as he fits into the specific narrative being presented.

Ḥāfiẓ Rāzī was a native of Yazd, a city which produced a spate of historical writing during the Timurid period. In the local histories we learn considerably more about his activities. Three of the histories written in Yazd focus on the history of the city itself: the *Tārīkh-i Yazd* and *Tārīkh-i jadīd-i Yazd* from the Timurid period, and the somewhat later *Jāmiʿ-i mufīdī*. The first two histories are concerned primarily with the built environment and where Ḥāfiẓ Rāzī is mentioned it is usually in connection with buildings, though the fuller *Tārīkh-i jadīd* also identifies him as vizier and gives several anecdotes about his life centered on his relations with the dynasty. The *Jāmiʿ-i mufīdī* includes Ḥāfiẓ Rāzī in its biographies of notable figures; here there is discussion of his learning, his service as vizier under Iskandar, and later his entertainment of Shāhrukh and his involvement in producing a cover which Shāhrukh attempted to donate to the Kaʿba. In none of the histories focusing on the city of Yazd is there any mention of Ḥāfiẓ Rāzī's military activity. However, the historian Jaʿfari, who wrote the *Tārīkh-i Yazd*, also produced a general history up to his time, and here Ḥāfiẓ Rāzī is listed as one of several commanders that the prince Iskandar sent on an expedition against Qum. Much the fullest account of Ḥāfiẓ Rāzī, and the only extended discussion of his military role, is found in one history, the *Jāmiʿ al-tawārīkh-i ḥasanī*, written in 1451–1453 by Hasan b. Shihāb Yazdī. Here Ḥāfiẓ Rāzī's military position is given considerable prominence. This unusual emphasis is undoubtedly due to the fact that the author served in the army under Ḥāfiẓ Rāzī, as commander of ten men. He states that Ḥāfiẓ Rāzī was *tovachi* (troop inspector, usually also in charge of conscription) of a *tümen*—that is to say a troop theoretically numbering 10,000, the largest size of regiment in the army. Ḥāfiẓ Rāzī also commanded a special regiment

---

9 *Muʾizz al-ansāb*, f. 108a; Dawlatshāh, *Tadhkirat*, p. 375 (mentioned as vizier for a different prince); Fāsiḥ, *Mujmal*, 111, p. 251.
known as the Qushun-i Jānbāz, and according to Ḥasanī accompanied the prince Iskandar on all important expeditions. When we take all these histories together, we can see the progression in information and the way in which different roles are separated; in sources written outside the province, Ḥāfīz Rāzī receives an occasional mention as vizier; in provincial biographical and urban literature he appears in his civilian role, while the locally written history describes local campaigns in sufficient detail to list him on one campaign. For an understanding of his military role we depend on the historical chance of a particular author who served under him.

2 Iranian Elites before the Timurids

While the central subject of this chapter is the elite of the Timurid period, the role of Iranians under the Timurids was not an exception but the continuation of an earlier pattern predating the Mongol invasion and lasting through it. I will therefore briefly review what we know about the military activities of the Iranian elites in earlier Islamic periods, concentrating on those outside the major cities. Despite our problematical sources it is possible to trace the evolution of the Iranian elite up to the Timurids, at least in its broadest outlines. Looking at the history of Iran from the Arab conquest we can see first the continuation of the dihqāns as a landed elite with a military tradition lasting through the Samanid dynasty, and after them an elite of probably mixed provenance, who still held regional power at a local level and led retinues of soldiers. In several studies, Jürgen Paul has traced the activities of regional Iranian elites through several centuries, showing them active particularly in matters of local administration, but also sometimes in the military. Recent studies on Iran under the Seljukids likewise show families wielding regional military power; the picture is clearest for the city but at least some of the militias mentioned were clearly recruited from the countryside and used outside the city. In the later Seljukid period the great notable families of Isfahan were able to keep out Seljukid claimants for power, and at the end of the Seljukid period

14 Yazdi, Ḥasanī, pp. 14, 24; Manz, Power, Politics and Religion, p. 149.
15 Jürgen Paul provides an excellent detailed discussion of local Iranian elites in the twelfth century in his book, Lokale und imperiale Herrschaft im Iran des 12. Jahrhunderts, cited above. Several earlier works of his also provide information on elites before the Timurid period: The state and the military: the Samanid case; “Where did the dihqāns go?”; Herrscher, Gemeinwesen, Vermittler, pp. 93–146.
much of actual power within the Isfahan region was in the hands of local notable families, allying with outside powers for their own advantage.\textsuperscript{17}

A particularly active period for Iranian military elites is the one just preceding the Mongol invasion, when Seljukid power had faded and the Khwarazmshāhs (c. 1077–1231), centered in the Aral Sea region, the caliph in Baghdad, and the Iranian Ghurid dynasty (c. 1100–1215) of the Herat region had exhausted themselves in their struggle over the Iranian plateau. The presence of competing claims in the area led to a proliferation of smaller regional powers which together controlled a large portion of the Iranian plateau. We find local dynasties and their servitors in Mazandaran, sometimes stretching to Damghan and Simnan on the northern corridor, in Quhistan, Ghuristan—the area around Bamyan, stretching to Herat—, in Sistan, Hormuz, Fars, and Luristan. These small states were frequently at war, using local armies under subordinate commanders, who sometimes switched allegiance to other dynasties. There was also considerable internal dissention caused by rivals for power within the dynasty and commanders eager for adventure.\textsuperscript{18} Within the Khwarazmshāh’s domains likewise, the importance of regional lords was recognized by the historian Nasawī (d. 1249–50) and the geographer Yāqūt (d. 1229), who attributed some of the weakness of the realm before the Mongol onslaught to the Khwarazmshāh’s execution of members of several powerful families, including the governors of major cities.\textsuperscript{19}

Two histories from the early Mongol period give us an unusually detailed description of politics in eastern Iran on the eve of the Mongol invasion.\textsuperscript{20} Among other things they allow us to follow the activities of regional military elites quite clearly in Ghuristan, a mountainous region in which prominent families centered themselves in fortresses and competed for power over neighboring territories. Here for several decades before and after the Mongol conquest a number of powerful families vied for control over Herat and its region, some remaining loyal to the declining Ghurid dynasty, and others eager to ally with outside powers to gain their ends. In the end one of these families—the Kartids—surrendered their fortress to join the Mongols and founded a new polity which lasted to the Timurid conquest. Until the end of the Ilkhanate the Kartids remained loyal vassals to the Ilkhans, then becoming a largely independent regional power until their defeat by Temūr in 784–5/1383. We find several


\textsuperscript{18} Manz, “Nomads and Regional Armies”, pp. 6–11.

\textsuperscript{19} Paul, “L’invasion mongole comme ‘révélateur’ de la société iranienne”, pp. 45–46.

Ghurid commanders incorporated into the armies of the Khwarazmshāhs, and others following their own rulers into India where the Ghurids founded the Delhi Sultanate.\textsuperscript{21} Most remained and served the Kartid dynasty, under which the Ghurid amirs wielded considerable political power, especially at times of weak rule.\textsuperscript{22} The Kartid army was strong enough to inflict some defeats on the nomad armies of the Ulus Chaghatay, a tribal confederation based in Transoxiana, until Temür’s rise to power changed the equation.\textsuperscript{23}

Mongol conquest and rule did not destroy the power of local Iranian elites; in some places indeed they may well have profited. In Fars, ruled by the Turkmen Salghurid dynasty (1148–1270) under Mongol oversight, regional elites became agents of Salghurids and Mongols, serving as governors or local lords and administering many of the smaller cities and villages and referred to collectively as *ḥukkām* and *mulūk*. Despite the increase in crown lands Iranian notables, including shaykhs and bureaucrats, were able to build up large landed estates. Viziers, local notables, and the *ḥukkām* and *mulūk* all took an active part in politics and were not slow to enrich themselves both at the expense of the population and with bribes extracted from Mongol amirs.\textsuperscript{24}

At the end of the Ilkhanid dynasty both Turco-Mongolian amirs and Iranian commanders hastened to take advantage; of the six substantial successor polities which emerged within the struggle, four were ruled by Iranians. The Kartid dynasty of Herat has already been mentioned. In Fars two dynasties founded by Iranian servitors of the Ilkhans—the Injuids (c. 1325–53) and the Muzaffarids (1314–93)—competed for power. They were constantly at war, both against each other and within their own realms. It was not only within the vassal polities that local lords kept their power under the Mongols. Even in western Khurasan, which was a center for Mongol power during the Ilkhanate, regional elites were among the political powers active after the Ilkhans. These elites—religious and secular—provided the impetus and most of the leadership for the Sarbadar movement, which controlled varying amounts of territory in the region from 1336 to 1381. The movement began with a rebellion by ʿAbd al-Razzāq, member of a powerful family of Bashtin, near Sabzawar. His father is described as an amir, suggesting a military career. Beginning with his own retainers, allies and relatives, he took Sabzawar, and from this time to the end of the dynasty we find the Sabzawari aristocracy as part of the leadership, not

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{21} Manz, “Nomads and Regional Armies”, pp. 17–20; Jackson, *The Delhi Sultanate*, pp. 17–18, 41–42.
\item \textsuperscript{22} Potter, “The Kart Dynasty of Herat”, pp. 68, 132–134.
\item \textsuperscript{23} Aubin, “Le Khanat de Čaġatai et le Khorasan”, pp. 23, 29, 35.
\end{itemize}
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infrequently in competition with the elite of Bashtin. Several different families were active here, sometimes in alliance and sometimes in competition, and when the movement was powerful, other regional powers voluntarily submitted.25 Despite frequent wars with its neighbors, the dynasty survived up to the time of Temür.

Alongside these powers were countless smaller realms kept or carved out in the post-Ilkhanid confusion. The historian Faryūmadī, describing the disorder after the Ilkhan Abū Saʿīd's death in 1335, gives a list of local uprisings and seizures. Some of the actors appear to have been Turco-Mongolian amirs, but many were Iranians. Thus, for example, power in the region of Kashan was taken for a while by Sayyid Latīf-Allāh Kāshī, a local sayyid and naqīb; Khwāja Tāj al-Dīn ʿAlī Aṣīl controlled Qum for a time; Amīr Jalāl Khurāsānī held Qal‘a-i Āwarāl; Amīr Masʿīd Wazwāʾī held the fortress of Giw until killed by his son.26

As we can see from the brief summary above, it is clear that Iranian elites continued to be part of the political and military landscape after the advent of foreign dynasties basing their power on armies of steppe soldiers, although these Iranian soldiers had ceased to be part of the master narrative presented by the historians. Only a few individuals reached high leadership positions within the central army or government under Turco-Mongolian rule. The politics created by such people, for instance those of the Kartids, Muzaffarids and the Sarbadarids, often retained autonomy for significant periods but sometimes had to accept Turco-Mongolian overlordship. Nonetheless Iranian regional elites continued to exist and to play a significant part, not only in local administration, but also in military affairs.

3 Elites in the Timurid Period

The early Timurid period—the reigns of Temür (r. 1370–1405) and particularly of his son Shāhrukh (r. 1409–1447)—was a time of unusually centralized control for Iran, in which a number of subordinate dynasties became more fully integrated into the state. Nonetheless, many smaller cities and regions remained under their own rulers for some time, and local military elites fought within Timurid provincial armies. Temür destroyed the regional powers strong enough to pose a potential threat: the Turco-Mongolian Jalayirids and the Iranian Kartids, Sarbadarids, and Muzaffarids. He also exiled the Iranian Marʿashi

26 Shabānkāraʾī, Majmaʿ al-ansāb (this includes Faryūmadī’s continuation), pp. 342–343.
sayyids of Mazandaran. A number of the former servitors of these dynasties were then enrolled in his armies. Many rulers near the periphery of the realm submitted and retained their thrones: the rulers of Badakhshan, Sistan, Farah, Hormuz, Luristan, and much of the Caspian region continued as Timurid vassals. Of the smaller dynasties, many remained in place, though the sources give us only incidental information so we cannot gauge what proportion of the realm was fully incorporated. At the end of Ilkhanid rule we find the city of Qum under Iranian control, and the Timurid sources state that it remained under local rule through Temür’s reign until it was taken by Temür’s grandson Iskandar Sultān in 1414/1415. The nearby city of Sawa also appears to have remained under local rulership, as did the region of Tabas-i Gilak in Quhistan, where the family of the fortress keeper Amīr Shaykh ‘Ali carved out a realm of respectable size along the trade route between Khurasan and Fars, lasting into the reign of Temür.

Temür often confirmed the offices of local powers who submitted, and some of these are associated with quite small places. For instance we see Temür passing through the regional town (qāṣaba) Kusuya in Khurasan, and showing favor to Pahlawān Mahdi Kūsūyī who came out to greet him. Local rulers often hastened to show submission to a successful conqueror; a number could thus increase their holdings, as did for instance Sayyid Riḍā Kiyā of Gilan. It is likely that the numerous “local rulers” who came to offer submission to Temür on his arrival in their region included men at this level as well as the more prominent rulers like those of Shirwan and Gilan whose names appear in the histories.

A number of Iranian elites who submitted to Temür came fully into Temür’s service and held quite important places, sometimes outside their own regions. Most notable among these are the amirs of Khurasan. The last ruler of the Sarbadars, Khwāja ʿAlī Muʿayyad Sabzawārī, surrendered the town to Temür and entered his armies, where he and his family served with some distinction. He was allowed to keep control of much of his former territory and, at his death in 788/1386–7, his family and followers were granted important

28 Drechsler, Die Geschichte der Stadt Qom im Mittelalter, pp. 23, 237; Manz, Power, Politics and Religion, p. 129.
30 Faṣīḥ, Mujmal, 111, p. 116.
32 See for example Shāmī, Zafarnāma, 1, pp. 101, 294.
regions in Khurasan: Bayhaq, Juwayn, Nishapur, and Faryumad. The family seems to have fallen out of favor early in Shāhrukh’s reign; one member was executed, and many of their lands were confiscated. Later however some of the lands were returned, and a descendant known as Amīr Shāhī turns up as a prominent poet and landowner with connections to the Timurid dynasty. In the succession struggle after Shāhrukh’s death a Sabzawārī is mentioned as fortress keeper.

Another Khurasanian amir prominent in Temür’s service was Jamshīd Qārin Ghūrī, who was appointed to Damghan and later made darugha (military governor) of Sari in Mazandaran, apparently with some Khurasanian troops under his command. On his death his son was appointed to succeed him. One of the fullest enumerations of Temür’s commanders is the account of the long siege of Takrit in 796/1393; here we find a few Iranian commanders important enough to receive mention; they include one from Sawa and one from Qum. The conquest and incorporation of a region or town should not be seen as a sign that the local military elite were disenfranchised. The Timurids, like the Mongols before them, appointed military governors — darughas — to the cities and fortresses they controlled and sometimes also to vassal powers. These officials brought a small number of troops with them, usually in the low hundreds, thus not enough to control more than the city or town itself. While the appointment of a darugha signaled submission to the ruling power, the darughas might share power with local rulers or elites; thus their presence does not signal the extinction of regional commanders.

The question before us is how to see below the ruling stratum of the Iranian leadership to the elite families who served them or the Timurids. As I suggested earlier, one solution is to look at regional histories, particularly those in the areas which retained relative independence and thus allow us to see into local politics. Just as the major dynastic histories present us with a history of the dynasty and its major servitors, so regional histories include the activities of people in the retinue of local rulers — men controlling towns or villages and leading modest military contingents. The historian Mar’ashī who recorded the history of Mazandaran and Gilan in the Timurid period presents a vivid picture of local politics. Comparing his account with that of the dynastic histories for the same incidents, we can see how much is left out of the central Timurid

34 Faṣīḥ, Mujmal, iii, p. 194, Dawlatshāh, Tadhkirat, pp. 426–427; Ṭihrānī, Diyārbakriyya, p. 323.
chronicles. Marʿashī’s account of the politics of the Kār-Kiyā dynasty (1367/8–1592) of Lahijan and Ranikuh in Gilan for example shows constant political and military activity with the participation of neighboring dynasties related by marriage, numerous warring relatives, village headmen and fortress keepers, and local lords including the masters of Rasht, Lamsar and Kuhdum.37

In the provinces central to the Timurid state we can rarely see below the top level of Iranian leadership. One exception is the region of Qum, which as I have noted was under local control through Temūr’s reign. The story of the taking of Qum from its ruler Muhammad Qumī by Shāhrukh’s nephew Iskandar Sultān in 1412/1413 includes accounts of the actions of the keeper of a nearby fortress, a rebellious amir within the city, Muhammad Qumī’s nephew and his retinue, and the ruler of Sawa. It is clear that this was a lively political field in which indigenous elites allied and fought each other. The success of the local leader depended heavily on the loyalty of the elites under him. In the event, Qum was taken with the help of one of Muḥammad Qumī’s servitors and a Timurid governor was installed, but we still find local amirs active in the city and region well after this. Sawa remained under its own ruler probably at least through Shāhrukh’s reign, despite his brief defection to the Qaraqoyunlu.38 The city of Kashan was also part of this region, and there are some hints that its elites remained important in both the military and the political spheres. The city was taken for Shāhrukh in 818/1415–16, but shortly after this when one of the Timurid princes rebelled and took refuge with the Qaraqoyunlu tribal confederation of eastern Anatolia (1380–1468), Timurid rule appeared less secure and there were “disturbances” in several areas, including Kashan.39 During Shāhrukh’s final illness, when his grandson Sultān Muḥammad was governor of the region of Qum, rulers of local regions began to turn to him and those of Kashan were among these.40 Thus it seems likely that despite its inclusion within the Timurid realm, Kashan still retained some level of autonomy under its traditional elites, who influenced decisions about what stand to take in times of contested leadership. Sawa, Qum, and Kashan together form a large region in the middle of the Timurid realm, and it is significant to find the continuation of regional elites in a powerful position here.

In the more fully incorporated regions, Iranians entered directly into Timurid service in military as well as civilian roles. Analysis of the Timurid histories indicates that the armies of the provinces played a significant part in campaigns,
and that soldiers were recruited from the local Iranian population. Most were probably footmen, but there were some cavalry among them. We rarely hear of their commanders by name, but it is clear that many were Iranian, and seen as professionals. They seem to have included city populations and people of varied background beginning at a fairly low level and rising within the ranks. One example is two druggists from the bazar of Shiraz, who served in the army in Fars and rose to the status of commander, apparently through royal favor.

In a number of cases we simply hear of regional armies with their commanders or of the sardārān (commanders) of a particular region, one or two of whom may be named. For instance the history of Shāhrūkh’s reign mentions sardārs of Qum and Khashan taking part in Shāhrūkh’s campaigns under the Chaghatai governor. There is some suggestion of an hereditary military elite: in one battle the history states that one tümen of the prince Iskandar’s army was made up of sardārs or children of sardārs of Fars. These deserted in battle to join the ranks of the Isfahani opponents.

Another soldier probably of urban origin who campaigned in the provincial army was the historian Tāj al-Dīn Ḥasan Yazdī, mentioned earlier for his discussion of his superior, Ḥāfīz al-Dīn Rāzī. His autobiographical information is of particular interest because it tells us of a career at a level which would otherwise not appear in the sources. Tāj al-Dīn began his military service as a tovachi of a unit of ten men in the army of Yazd; at this time he was about twenty-four. He gives a vivid description of the army’s campaign near Hamadan in the succession struggle after Temūr’s death, in which his regiment first won and then lost an astounding amount of booty. Somewhat later we find him campaigning in Kerman, still tovachi, now in the army of Yazd and Abarquh, which included a corps of 450 missile throwers. Later he served the governor of Kerman in bureaucratic and religious offices, supervising the ashrāf khāna-i khāṣṣa, zakat, and the camp market. He states that for thirty years he managed the waqfs of Kerman. At the top level, the command of regional armies was determined by the governor or the ruler and sometimes given to viziers; one of
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Temūr’s viziers was appointed commander of the “Tajik forces”, and the vizier Ḥāfiẓ Rāzī, mentioned above, commanded a tümen of the army of Fars.\textsuperscript{49}

Looking at Iranian elites under the Timurids then, we can see a spectrum of independence and activity, from local rulers acting as vassals and joining Timurid campaigns leading their own troops, to Iranian commanders serving the Timurids directly and commanded by officers appointed from above. In the middle there is a shadowy group of men controlling small territories, whose status is hard to determine. We really cannot tell what level of autonomy was enjoyed by the rulers of Kusuya, Sawa and Qum. For all of these people however, the level of power and independence they enjoyed depended on shifting circumstances. Over the early Timurid period, as with earlier times, we see the pendulum swinging back and forth between centralization and local control. During the disturbances after Shāhrukh’s death, vividly described by the historian Ṭihrānī, Iranian military elites again emerge as significant actors, mentioned by name.\textsuperscript{50} In periods of regional struggle members of the Iranian elite appear as independent rulers over a variety of realms, some ruling important cities and large portions of a province, others a few hundred square kilometers with a few towns. With the reassertion of central power, some rulers submit while some resist and are removed, but the underlying stratum of military actors remains in place, sometimes serving the higher power, sometimes pursuing local rivalries. When central control weakens, they will reemerge in the pages of the histories.

4 The Nature of the Iranian Provincial Elite

In the first part of this chapter I have attempted to illuminate the role of the Iranian elite in the military sphere, to counteract the silence of our sources. A question I want to pose now is how separate and different Iranian military families were from the religious and bureaucratic lineages more fully described in the biographical literature. The literature about professional groups stresses doctrinal and familial relationships, sometimes allowing us to follow several generations. As I stated above, biographies give us the impression of relatively closed professions, with families in which a given specialization passed down from one generation to the next. They also naturally focus on the most prominent figures, usually those active in the larger cities, and it is the life of these cities which has shaped our understanding of both the elite and the professions

\textsuperscript{50} Ṭihrānī, \textit{Diyārbakriyya}, pp. 295, 350, 323, 326, 332, 343.
they followed. However, a number of the families who produced bureaucratic and religious professionals were centered in smaller cities and more rural regions. Here I will attempt to follow them back into the countryside.

When we go outside the major cities and try to pass from the lives of individuals to those of families, we face additional challenges from the silences of our sources. One solution, again, is to turn to the biographies of historians. Two historians from the Mongol period provide examples of families in which combinations of military and civilian activity were traditional. One is the historian Shihāb al-Dīn Muḥammad al-Nasawi (d. 1249/50), who served under the Khwarazmshāhs at the time of the Mongol invasion. His family held a fortress and surrounding villages near Nasa in Khurasan as freehold, which he claimed had belonged to his family from the beginning of Islamic rule in Khurasan. He was trained in both military and bureaucratic affairs, achieving mastery of Arabic as well as Persian and expertise in chancellery practice. It appears that his family had a tradition of administrative service to the Khwarazmshāhs, and probably to earlier dynasties as well.51

Another historian of the Mongol conquest was Qāḍī Minhāj al-Dīn b. Sirāj al-Dīn Jūzjānī (d. probably after 1265), active first in Ghur and then in India in the service of the Delhi sultanate (1206–1555). His father's family stemmed from Juzjan in northern Khurasan and was noted for its learning. On his mother's side he was connected to the Ghurid dynasty. Members of both families held the office of qāḍī. In Jūzjānī’s paternal line, the only person whose career we know about was his father, who was qāḍī both in the army and in Bamiyan where he also served as muḥtasib (religious inspector of market practice and public morality) and supervisor of two madrasas. He is mentioned acting as an envoy but never in a military role.52 On Jūzjānī’s maternal side, we have more information and find a mix of religious and military activity. Two relatives receive mention. One, Ḍiyāʾ al-Dīn Muḥammad b. ʿAbd al-Salām Tūlakī, apparently a first cousin of the author’s grandfather, was put in charge of the fortress Tabarhinda on its conquest by the Ghurid ruler in about 1191–2; both the cousin and the author’s grandfather are identified as qāḍīs. Once appointed to Tabarhinda Ḍiyāʾ al-Dīn quickly requested that 1200 horsemen from Hindustan and Ghazna be sent to him to attach to his regiment. Later he was put in charge of Junabad.53 About thirty years later in 1220–2 when the town of Tulak, closely connected to Minhāj’s family, was given up to one of the Ghurid rulers,—another relative, Qāḍī Jalāl al-Dīn Majd al-Mulk, was installed as governor
(ḥākim).\textsuperscript{54} The author was himself a qādī and was appointed to several religious offices during his long service in India, primarily as qādī but also as principal of a madrasa. In his early years he was active also militarily; in 1222–3 he helped to defend Tulak against the Mongols, and for four years after that joined with members of other major families in Tulak to fight the invaders. He mentions that the people of Tulak were all kinsmen and brothers.\textsuperscript{55} What we have here then is someone coming from two families with a tradition of religious training, one of which also played a military role over several generations; either one or both families married into a regional elite which was militarily active.

We can find several people who appear to come from provincial families of mixed profession serving in the dīwān in the Timurid period. One is the family of Sayyid Zayn al-ʿĀbidīn Junābādī, active in the dīwān under both Temūr and Shāhrukh. Sayyid Zayn al-Dīn was a landowner in Junabad, a large town in Quhistan, who had at least some training in the religious sciences. His son likewise served in the dīwān and was also known for his learning in both exoteric and esoteric sciences.\textsuperscript{56} While the Junābādī family combined bureaucratic and religious activity, that of Jalāl Islām was involved in military and bureaucratic affairs. Jalāl Islām came from a regional family in Tabas Masinan, in Quhistan, which clearly had local military power. His brother served as fortress keeper and governor.\textsuperscript{57} Jalāl himself served as a vizier in Temūr’s dīwān until he was slandered and dismissed from the dīwān. He was subsequently put in charge of the Tajik forces in the army. The historian and bureaucrat Isfizārī (d. 1510), writing in the later Timurid period, mentions a member of Jalāl Islām’s family as an acquaintance; he is given the title amīr, and presented as a cultured person, sending a rubāʿī (a quatrain of poetry) to the author, who answered in kind.\textsuperscript{58}

Under the Timurids two regions provided an exceptionally large number of bureaucrats to the dīwān; these were Simnan and Khwaf. Both seem to have
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had a tradition of military, religious and bureaucratic professions. It is significant that the notable figures stemming from these regions did not abandon local attachments when they left to pursue a career elsewhere. Many used the money from their positions to endow institutions and public works in their native regions. It is perhaps for this reason that the areas continued as training grounds for various professions, most notably but not exclusively, the dīwān. In Simnan the combination of professions dated at least from the Mongol period, when we find Simnānīs as religious figures, bureaucrats and military men. In his collection of dīwān biographies, the Dastūr al-wuzarāʾ, the historian Khwandamīr (d. 1539/40) writes that the region of Simnan had two prominent extended families (qabila): the Bālīcha and the Bahrāmī. The Bahrāmī traced its descent from Bahrām Gūr, in classic Iranian fashion. These two families stood out among the rest for their aristocratic lineage; they commanded obedience and gave refuge to the population. There is no explicit mention of military activity here, though the mention of obedience and protection suggest some level of military or paramilitary force. Two Simnānī viziers of the Timurid period were active militarily. One of the prominent Simnānī viziers who served under Temūr and Shāhrukh died in battle, and Malik Ḥusayn Simnānī, almost certainly a member of the Bālīcha, served in the dīwān in Herat, then moved to the dīwān in Fars, where he led troops on important expeditions, and is mentioned as part of the council of great amirs.59

We are particularly well informed about the region of Khwaf in Quhistan, which produced a large number of men prominent in Khurasan, some of them historians. I have already discussed the family of the historian Faṣīḥ Khwāfī, active in the Herat dīwān. Here the family progenitor, Majd al-Dīn Muḥammad, was a military figure with regional power whose son came into the service of the Kartid rulers of Herat. Faṣīḥ himself and the two contemporary relatives he mentions seem to have been active in the dīwān.60 In the later Timurid period especially, we find members of the family active in both the bureaucracy and in the religious sciences.61 Among those working in the dīwān in the later period was the vizier Qiwām al-Dīn Niẓām al-Mulk Khwāfī, patron of the historian Isfizārī, who gives him lavish praise and lists his many illustrious ancestors and relatives. The list of families named among his progenitors gives us an excellent illustration of what was considered prestigious, and of the variety of elite intermarriages. Like Faṣīḥ Khwāfī, Qiwām al-Dīn came from Khwaf and was descended from Majd al-Dīn Muḥammad Māyizhnābādī. He also claimed
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descent from the Sufi Ḥiḍrat Shāh Sanjān, whose family and shrine are highlighted in Faṣīḥ Khwāfī’s work. Two more major figures of the Khwaf region appear as ancestors: Malik-i Zūzan, who ruled in the region just before the Mongol invasion, and Qādī Shams al-Dīn Muḥammad of Zuzan, prominent in the Mongol period. The Sufi shaykh Aḥmad-i Jām, known as Zhinda Pīl, also counts among Qiwām al-Dīn’s ancestors; this connects him to the Shaykhs of Jam, also centered in Quhistan. Other ancestors are the amirs of Raza, near Bakharz, powerful in the Kartid period. In addition to incidental mentions of relations, Isfizārī gives a list of Qiwām al-Dīn’s ancestors by category, which goes further afield and further back, and may well be embellished. Here there are sayyids, great Sufi shaykhs, kings (of Badakhshan and Sistan), pillars of state including the Barmakids, and the great viziers of Sanjan and Mathirnabad.

Leaving out stock figures such as the Barmakids, we find that most of the families mentioned are of local provenance, many of them from Quhistan not far from Khwaf. What we have is a picture of intermarriage among families of regional prominence in a number of professions, from local rulers and amirs to ʿulama’ and Sufis. For any ambitious man, such connections would offer a broad range of careers and connections among which to choose.

5 Conclusion

As I have shown there is evidence of elite Iranian families and individuals prominent in several professions, and of the presence of provincial armies in which Iranian personnel made up a significant part of recruits and command. When we allow for the bias of the sources, we should conclude that the examples we know of are a small proportion of those that existed. Therefore, it seems likely that many elite landholding families in Iran were trained and active in more than one sphere and served their rulers in more than one capacity. If we accept this, we should change our view of Iranian society and government in several ways. For one thing we need to consider the likelihood that the difference between the Iranian and the Turco-Mongolian elites was not quite as stark as it has been portrayed and that Iranians were not without a living martial tradition. This conclusion leads to the question of military education.
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Historians have long noted that Iranian viziers sometimes led troops in battle. That makes sense. Since at least part of the dīwān accompanied the ruler on campaign, it was common for viziers to be present in the army camp. Presence does not in itself indicate an active military role, and for the Timurid period at least, the level of actual military activity of the viziers seems to have varied considerably. The historian Abū Bakr Ṭīhrānī Isfahānī (d. after 1481/2), active in the later Timurid period, gives us some details of his career; he states that he drafted several important documents and portrays himself as serving as mediator and influencing the council of amirs, but gives no indication that he participated in battle. For most viziers we have no information about military command.

It is clear however that a number of viziers were active in battle and some appointed to significant command; three, Jalāl Islām, Malik Ḥūsayn Simnānī, and Ḥāfiẓ Rāzī, have been discussed above. Jalāl Islām, having been denounced for irregularities in the dīwān, was then appointed to lead the Tajik armies. It is interesting to find a similar incident later, when Sulṭān Abū Saʿīd, acting on denunciations, dismissed his favored vizier, Khwāja Shams al-Dīn Muhammad b. Sayyidi Aḥmad Shīrāzī, then later recalled him and sent him to take Isfahan from Jahānshāh Qaraqoyunlu, which he did successfully. The important commands held by these and some other viziers required significant military skills. The size of the commands that these men held suggest that they were mounted and probably trained also in mounted archery, a difficult art. They also had to know enough about combat to manage troops. The expertise required for such activity could not be acquired quickly and probably did not come only after they had been appointed to office. It seems likely that the viziers appointed to such commands were those who were known to have significant training and experience already, probably from their youth.

While the military role of some viziers is well known, there has been less discussion of such activity on the part of the ʿulamaʾ, and particularly of the qāḍī. However, the military activity of the Simnānī qāḍīs and those of Jūzjānī’s family is not a phenomenon limited to the Mongol period. As I indicated earlier, it is clear that in many, perhaps in most cities, while the defense of the citadel was the task of the garrison forces commanded by the darugha or the governor, the walls and gates of the rest of the city were defended by the population, usually under the command of the qāḍī. In some cases the qāḍī and civilian population operated under the supervision of the governor, but this was not
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always the case. It is useful to remember that sieges of the major cities were not an uncommon occurrence; the death of many, perhaps most, rulers ushered in a period of struggle lasting often several years. During this period major cities faced successive armies and needed to decide whether or not to submit, and, if they did not submit, had to organize a defense. It appears then that the defense of the city was a part of the chief qāḍī’s duties, and it was something he could expect to do during the course of his career. The defense of a large city was a complex operation, requiring an understanding of the city’s fortifications and also of the tactics and equipment of the army standing outside. It seems unlikely that this task would be entrusted to someone whose only qualification was religious and social authority.

If military activity was part of the lives of many qāḍīs, we must consider what sort of training it required and when that would have been received. We know that archery was an art practiced by some of the Iranian population and was part of the futuwwa discipline that may well have been central to the defenders of cities. We should not be surprised then when we find two people with the title Mawlānā, suggesting religious learning, mentioned as crucial defenders of the Samarqand in a time of siege; we also find a mawlānā named elsewhere as a fortress keeper. While the skills needed to defend the city from within may have been limited to archery and paramilitary skills, it was not infrequent for city troops to make forays outside the city against the besieging army. We see this happening for instance in Isfahan, at the beginning of Shāhrukh’s reign, under the leadership of Qāḍī Aḥmad Ṣā‘īdī. If city troops were competent to engage an army of Turco-Mongolian troops, they must have been at least partially mounted and certainly competently led. Here again, long-term military training seems likely and would probably have begun early, within the circle of the family.

As with viziers, it is probable that qāḍīs and city populations varied in military expertise. Qāḍī Aḥmad Ṣā‘īdī belonged to a family which had long held the judgeship of Isfahan, and had held Isfahan and its region as an autonomous realm for some time during the late Seljukid period. The qāḍīs of Jūzjānī’s mother’s family also stood out for military activity. Some cities sent troops out to fight in the field, while others defended exclusively from within. We should recognize that a proportion of both ‘ulama’ and bureaucrats probably had significant military training, and used it as a part of their professional duties.

---
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A second conclusion to draw from the material presented above is that we need to look beyond the major cities in delineating the relationship between state and society. At the higher levels of administration, the dynastic and provincial capitals were undoubtedly the most prominent interface. In smaller cities and the countryside likewise Iranians elites were more than civilian subjects or mediators between a local client population and a foreign government.

Scholars have usually seen the important role of local actors in the context of the limited reach of the central government. Certainly it is clear that in times of disorder at the center, local elites were quick to take advantage and carve out autonomous spheres. However, this was not their only importance in the political arena. It is possible to look at the situation also in a different light. Where government could not fully control local populations, it still could bring elites into its sphere by offering advantages to connection with a higher power. Provincial landowning families lived in a competitive world and could profit from government service in different ways. They might serve in provincial armies, gaining booty, strengthening their retinues, and thus enhancing also their local power. Service in either provincial or central dīwāns could also bring wealth which translated into greater local power. In Khwāf and Simnān government officials sometimes invested their new wealth in their home regions, strengthening both the local society and their position within it. A family could continue to prosper through turns of fortune by adjusting the professions of its members and by marrying into families with other useful skills or connections.

We should not see the Iranian elite as civilians defenseless against the depredations of the government and its armies; many were part both of that government and of those armies. The darughas stationed with a small number of troops in towns, forts and villages were often acting in concert with local power holders, in both the military and the civilian spheres. Thus despite their foreign origin, the Timurids and other Turco-Mongolian dynasties were probably not a distant and alien presence for many of their subjects. The Iranian elite were not equal to their Turco-Mongolian rulers, but they were politically active and connected to the central state at many different levels and venues, from the chancellery to the army, and from provincial capitals to townships and mountain fortresses.
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